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COtL – Conditions Over the Landscape
First choice provider for trusted weather data

Overview
As of 2021, COtL operates and manages over 70
Profiling Automatic Weather Stations across South
Australia, including the Mid North Mesonet and
Riverland & Mallee Mesonets. COtL’s weather station
network provides accurate real-time data on adverse
conditions for spraying, including inversions.
Spray drift affects broadacre agriculture, cotton and
horticulture alike with costs from crop damage in
each off-target event measured in tens of thousands
of dollars. A reduction in spray drift will reduce crop
and pasture contamination and thereby preserve
Australia’s reputation for producing high quality food
and wine. COtL’s mesonets also supply high quality
local and regional rainfall, wind and fire danger data
to further assist with farm management.
This innovative new risk-management tool is
immediately available for growers through COtL’s
highly reliable digital platform.
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In meteorology a ‘Mesonet’ is a network of
automated weather and environmental monitoring
stations designed to observe localised or
‘mesoscale’ meteorological phenomena.

Existing Mesonets
COtL has stablished two mesonets in SA thus far:
• Mid North Mesonet
• Riverland & Mallee Mesonet
COtL’s strong history of consultation with broadacre,
horticulture and viticulture sectors has resulted
in collaborations that ensure successful mesonet
installation and operation.

Mid North Mesonet

Riverland & Mallee Mesonet

COtL’s pilot mesonet project established the South
Australian Mid North Mesonet in 2019. This network
of 40 Profiling Automatic Weather Stations (Profiling
AWS) covers the region from Jamestown and Port
Pirie in the north, through the Clare Valley to Two
Wells in the south. Annual losses from spray drift
in the Mid North have been estimated at $180M
before the mesonet was installed. PIRSA’s (Primary
Industries & Regions SA) Rural Chemicals Operations
group has received zero reports of Clare Valley
vineyard damage in the two years since the Mid
North Mesonet was established.

The Riverland & Mallee Mesonet was commissioned
in early 2021, comprised of 30 Profiling Automatic
Weather Stations (Profiling AWS) in the area bound
by Renmark, Pinnaroo, Murray Bridge and Morgan
in SA. This region encompasses a mix of broadacre,
viticulture, almond and fruit crops.
Lessons learnt from the Mid North Mesonet resulted
in reduced installation and maintenance costs.
Both mesonets report real-time data every ten minutes.
https://riverlandmalleemesonet.com.au/

https://midnorthmesonet.com.au/
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Our Difference

How is COtL’s Mesonet
different from other weather
station networks?
As of 2021, the Mid North Mesonet and the Riverland
& Mallee Mesonet are the only permanent networks
which measure and publicly display the Vertical
Temperature Difference (10m – 1m) to show the
presence of an inversion. The combined Mesonet
is one of the largest agricultural weather station
networks in Australia with over 70 sturdy 10-metre
high towers, designed for ease of maintenance.
They are further differentiated from many other
networks, as they are one of the few which have been
designed by both an expert meteorologist and local
agriculturalists. The individual locations of each tower
as well as the overall network distribution has been
specifically chosen, as has the sensor placements
upon the tower. COtL is in partnership with leading
instrument manufacturers and key industry players
and is familiar with the most up-to-date science and
the expected future policy directions. If the spraying
rules change to use other weather parameters, the
Mesonet is already set-up and ready to adapt in ways
that other networks are not.
COtL’s Mesonet platforms are configured as a Tier 2
(Bureau of Meteorology standard, BoM) private
weather network specifically suited to agricultural
and utility needs, with very similar attributes and
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requirements to that of the BoM Tier 1 network.
The majority of other private weather station
networks would be classed as Tier 3 systems.
The BoM rarely ingests private data for internal use,
but has expressed interest in using COtL’s Mesonet
data to test and calibrate new high-resolution
(1.5km) models.
COtL has recently partnered with Campbell Scientific
Australia, a gold-standard equipment supplier
to increase system robustness and minimise
interruptions or outages that can often plague
private networks.
COtL’s website is designed to be easily accessible
on smart phones operating in poor service areas.
The website features real-time colour-coded maps.
Weather parameters are graphically mapped with
wind direction constantly displayed. A drilldown
option is available for each station to display timehistories of specific variables. Constant engagement
with customer feedback has evolved COtL’s unique
display system. Our users tell us it is easy to navigate
and interpret. COtL’s Mesonet is arguably unique
within Australia, and our ambition to build a national
presence will be based upon reliability, usefulness
and economies of scale.

Observations
COtL can accommodate a wide range of different
observations from many sensor types.
Our current networks monitor:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
Relative Humidity
Barometric Pressure
Wind Speed and Direction at 2m
Wind Speed and Direction at 10m
Vertical Temperature Difference (10m – 1.2m)
Rainfall (tipping bucket)
Solar Radiation

Current calculated metrics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grass Fire Danger Index (GFDI)
Grain Harvesting Code of Practice Values (GHCoP)
Dew Point
Delta-T
Wind Gust speeds (at 2m and 10m)
Daily/Monthly/Yearly rainfall
Measures of turbulence

COtL’s stations are configured to easily include
additional new sensors, such as soil moisture loggers
and leaf wetness, and are systems are 5G-ready.
COtL team members will assist with your enquiry and
can advise on the combination of sensors to suit
your purpose.
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24,000
unique users
over the past 12 months which
featured a peak of 4,000 site sessions
on one day.

Photo: Andrey Moisseyev

Establish a Mesonet in Your Region Now

Partnership and Projects

Sponsorship and Advertising

In addition to establishing weather networks via
government and grower groups, COtL works with
businesses to assist with their decision- and riskmanagement observation needs. A real benefit of
the COtL mesonet system is the network effect over
a region. We will work with you to determine optimal
network spacing for your area, which is informed
by the terrain complexity and end-user needs.

COtL’s product is reliable and robust with high
data credibility.
An investment in spray management will be repaid
many times over by improved target application and
reductions in spray drift damage.

Agricultural Excellence Alliance was responsible for
establishing the existing Mid North and Riverland
& Mallee Mesonets. COtL (formed in 2020) has
acquired and operates the existing mesonets and
seeks new business opportunities.

For further information and a quote contact us:
Email: damon.grace@cotl.com.au
Website: www.cotl.com.au

AgEx Alliance partnered with the Hart Field Site
Group and Mallee Sustainable Farming to
establish our current mesonets. COtL continues
this partnership, preserving a cooperative and
collaborative approach undertaken with local grower
groups, landowners and local businesses.
COtL is partnered with the South Australian Research
& Development Institute to provide further value to
our users and industry.

COtL offers the opportunity to advertise on our
Mesonet website to reach our customers. COtL’s
website had 24,000 unique users over the past
12 months which featured a peak of 4,000 site
sessions on one day. A majority of our current
users are primary producers/growers, particularly
spray applicators and decision-makers.
Premium sponsorship enquiries to support this
valuable new sector are also encouraged.

COtL is also supporting the Bureau of Meteorology
establish industry standards and quality control
metrics to set a benchmark that satisfies our
customers requirements.
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Our audience love to keep things local, and they turn
to us as trusted advisers when making their everyday
farming and business decisions. Our website and
mesonet are credible and trusted due to the team
and data behind them. The more trust behind a
website and product, the more trust towards the ads
on that site. And the more Australians trust an
advertiser, the more likely they are to buy a product
or service.
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Spray Drift and Inversions

Pesticides such as glyphosate and 2,4-D can move
considerable distances from the site of application.
The extensive visual damage to viticultural and
horticultural crops and residential garden plants is
evidence of a larger chemical residue problem for
fresh produce, wine and meat. There is also the risk
of pesticide rainwater contamination, with many
regional households reliant solely on rainwater for
human consumption and other domestic uses.
Spray drift factors include: product formulation
(volatisation), inappropriate weather conditions, and
choice of appropriate spray droplet size. Significant
reform has reduced the use of volatile pesticides.
Industry spray operator education programs have
targeted choice of nozzle types and operating
pressures to achieve optimum droplet size. Real-time
accurate weather data to identify the presence
of thermal inversions has been the missing piece in
this puzzle.
Top: Spray damage to a grape vine.
Bottom: Spray damage to an almond tree.
Image from The Almond Doctor (https://thealmonddoctor.com
/2010/04/13/glyphosate-damage-on-almond/)
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Thermal Inversion

A thermal inversion occurs when a warm layer of air sits above cooler air near the ground. This reduces air
turbulence and can act as a ‘lid’ for fine airborne particles. The lack of air turbulence means smaller spray
droplets float without settling on target crops. A slight breeze can carry these floating droplets large distances
before they eventually descend into a non-target area. Until now it has been very difficult for farmers to
identify the presence of a thermal inversion.
It is an offence under State Legislation to contravene a mandatory instruction on the approved label of a
registered agricultural chemical product. It is illegal to spray during an inversion. Our specialised Mesonet
system reliably monitors and displays the real-time presence of inversions along with a range of other useful
weather data. This is a total game-changer for all broad acre, cotton, horticulture and viticulture growers.
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Case Study
Historically, many farmers use Delta T as the definitive decision support tool for spraying. However, there are
multiple instances where Delta T is in an appropriate range whilst an inversion is present or developing.
The screengrab from COtL’s Mesonet website shows Delta T values of between 2 and 5ºC across the network
(below, left figure). However, the Mesonet website concurrently shows an inversion already exists in many
places (red shaded site, below, right figure).

Delta T across the region
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Vertical Temperature Difference across the region
(i.e. inversion presence)
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Team
COtL has six Directors who bring a wide range of unique
skills and experience required for the growth and
maintenance of COtL’s long-term agricultural weather
station network:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michael Faulkner – Agriculturalist
Warwick Grace – Expert Meteorologist
John Nairn – Manager of Meteorological Networks
Peter Cousins – Agriculturalist
Mark Stanley – Regional Business Developer
Damon Grace – Environmental Engineer

Contact Us
If you would like to chat with a COtL member to further discuss
partnership opportunities, sponsorship/advertising or to get
a quote to establish or extend a mesonet near your business,
please contact damon.grace@cotl.com.au.
Visit www.cotl.com.au for additional information.

